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AKZO NOBEL N.V./METLAC HOLDING S.R.L. MERGER INQUIRY 

Summary of hearing with PPG Industries held on 19 June 2012 

Background 

1. PPG Industries (PPG) told us that it was a global coatings company that provided 
coatings for, inter alia, industrial, architectural and packaging products. In the 1990s, 
PPG developed its packaging coatings business through a series of European acqui-
sitions, starting in the late 1990s. This included acquiring the packaging coatings 
business, Courtaulds Coatings and, in 2008 the coatings producer, SigmaKalon.  

2. PPG had European metal packaging coatings plants in Germany, Spain, France, 
Poland and the Netherlands. Most of its plants produced a wide range of coatings but 
beverage spray applications were only manufactured in the Netherlands.  

3. Its main focus in terms of development was organic growth in the European market 
but it would also consider the possibility of further acquisitions []. Future 
development would involve both existing products and new technologies. This in part 
was due to the movement within the industry towards the replacement of epoxy 
technologies (ie free from bisphenol-A (BPA)).  

The market 

4. PPG viewed metal packaging coatings as a single market. The technology used was 
essentially applicable to different market segments and a number of the specifica-
tions crossed over segments. For example, although beverage customers had 
slightly different criteria, the underlying principles for coatings that met the technical 
requirements for food, generally applied to beverage segments as well. There were, 
however, differences in what coatings needed to do for different end users.  

BPA-free technology 

5. PPG told us that its [] development laboratories across Europe were working on 
developing BPA-free technology. Once developed, the new technology would then 
be produced at PPG’s current production plants. There would be no significant cost 
implication for it to switch the assets it currently used to produce BPA-based coatings 
to produce BPA-free-based coatings. 

6. The development of PPG’s BPA-free products was already quite advanced []. It 
had been working on the technology for more than ten years. PPG had expected the 
market to switch to BPA-free coatings earlier but this was taking longer than initially 
anticipated. It did, however, expect the switch from BPA to BPA-free coatings to 
happen in the medium term.  

7. [] Where PPG had products which were already up-scaled, it did not necessarily 
see Metlac as the leading company in these technologies. []  

8. In terms of supplying inside spray for beverage cans, PPG said that it took up to six 
months to receive certification from customers. Once certification was received, it 
was relatively easy to supply the product across the European market. PPG said that 
it currently supplied around [] tonnes of internal spray per year.  
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9. PPG said that its new technology research was always conducted in close cooper-
ation with its customers in order to understand their needs. 

Purchasing process 

10. PPG told us that the majority of its contracts with customers were [] contracts. The 
length of contract depended on customers’ needs and on how satisfied they were 
with the product and/or price. A minority of customers would negotiate contracts on a 
European basis and tender out volumes across regions. Other contracts were simply 
based on a volume agreement.  

11. []  

Competition between PPG and the merging parties 

12. PPG had both won and lost volumes to Metlac in the past. Because the current 
technologies used by suppliers were very similar [], the outcome of tenders 
depended largely on the unique qualities offered to customers.  

13. PPG had a large product portfolio which allowed it to deliver the broad requirements 
of its customers. []  

Switching 

14. PPG said that switching production between the different types of coatings was 
relatively straightforward and could take less than three months. The assets used to 
produce coatings were relatively flexible and so there was no need to change the 
production line. The only modifications required to produce different coating types in 
the same production assets included changing the lines that connected the raw 
material feeds and altering the strength of the stirring equipment. This was also the 
case for switching from a production line that produced inside spray to a production 
line that did not produce inside spray but instead produced external spray for a 
beverage can or a food can, for example.  

15. If competitive conditions were to change as a result of the merger and customers 
could no longer source a particular product from Metlac, for example, it would 
consider switching production to start supplying that coating if there was a demand 
for it. Its spare capacity for producing new types of coatings was high and so it would 
be easy to put extra resources in place if the threshold was not too high.  

16. PPG said that when customers wanted to switch and had the resources in place to 
do so in a controlled manner, it usually happened quickly. [] 

Pricing 

17. PPG set its prices based on [].  

18. PPG attempted to anticipate changes in the prices of raw materials and as soon as 
there was a significant change in the price, it would inform customers and explain 
how this would affect the pricing of a product. This in turn would lead to negotiations 
between PPG and the customer over the degree to which this change in price could 
be passed on to the customer. Conversely, when the prices of raw materials moved 
in the opposite direction, it was not uncommon for customers to approach PPG and 
request a decrease in the price paid.  
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19. Customers also negotiated prices based on quotes they received from other 
suppliers. If a customer had other possibilities to source a similar product at a lower 
price but wanted to continue being supplied by PPG, it would notify PPG and ask it to 
align with the price quoted by a competitor. 

20. Because raw materials were a large part of its cost structure, it could not commit to 
very long price stability and in turn long-term fixed-price contracts.  

21. Customer support was provided as part of the overall product price, in relation to the 
particular product the customer was buying.  

Barriers to entry 

22. The low capital expenditure required to enter the metal packaging coatings market 
meant that there were not many barriers to overcome. Instead, knowledge of how to 
produce coatings, especially those used for food materials, and an understanding of 
the requirements of the packaging coating market, were needed. However, these 
barriers could be overcome [].  

23. VPL Coatings and Tiger Coatings (originally a non-metal packaging business) had 
both recently entered the metal packaging coatings market.  

The merger 

24. PPG did not anticipate any significant changes to the market should the merger 
between AkzoNobel and Metlac happen or not. Neither outcome would change the 
dynamics of the market. Because there were so many different suppliers of similar 
coatings across the EMEA market, customers had a multitude of alternatives and so 
would still have more than two or three choices of what supplier to use.  
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